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Experts in Teamwork

• Master’s degree course (7,5 credits) 

• Compulsary for all students in master’s programmes and programmes of 
professional study at NTNU

• Students are to develop their interdisciplinary teamwork skills

• Students are divided into villages – «classes» of 25-30 students
• NTNU offers about 80 villages every spring
• The villages are linked to relevant problem areas from society and working life 

• Students work in groups of 5-6 people
• Each team define their own project related to the village theme
• Facilitators observe the groups and share their observations with the groups as input 

to reflection processes in the groups
• The teams work together for 15 full days +



The Vision Zero village

• Initiated by The Norwegian Public Roads Administration

• The students are encouraged to see Vision Zero as a challenge, and to 
come up with new approaches, new ideas, and new solutions to 
further reduce fatal and severe accidents from road traffic.

• Students from economy, psychology, urban planning, social sciences, 
natural sciences, and several fields of engineering have been 
represented in the teams.



Structure of the village work

• Start-up phase
• Get to know each other

• Inspiration day – invited experts give lectures and discuss with the students

• Brainstorming to define and develop project

• Work phase

• Completion phase
• Project report

• Process report

• Presenting the project 



20 teams over five years

• What are the ideas and solutions from these future professionals?

• Which accident types are they addressing?

• Which road user groups are they addressing?

• Are there any patterns revealed in the ways the students address 
their given challenge?

• How novel are their ideas?

• Are they prone to utilize new technological opportunities, or do they 
tend to think more traditionally?

• How do they assess the likely effects of their proposals?



Which road user groups are they addressing?
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Cyclists

How to make cycling safer?
• Accident analysis, data from the 

biggest cities in Norway
• Suggests measures

Why aren’t there more bicyle 
accidents?

• What are the mechanisms that 
prevents bicycle accidents?

• Accident analyses, data from 
Trondheim

• Observational study
• Suggests to use the results to develop 

a computer game for children

Pedestrians

Using mobile phone/listening to 
music – a safety problem?

• Analysis of accident data

• Observational study

• Literature study



Pedestrians

Interactive campaign to enhance pedestrian visibility 
when dark

• Product development – a sensor/camera to visualize 
visibility

• A dispenser for reflective discs



Pedestrians

Future pedestrian crossings
• Lanes before crossings 

• road marking

• signs

• Push button or sensor before 
crossing to give flashing light



Drivers – young drivers

Use Virtual Reality in driver education
• Give training in hazard recognition

Use simulators in driver education
• Give training in hazard recognition
• Record the session and discuss it afterwards
• In addition: Use for evaluating driving abilities among patients, and driver 

training/qualification of people from other cultures

Combine ISA and rewards
• Register if speeding, allocate points, give rewards (e.g. insuranse, access to 

racing tracks, other) when driving legally



Drivers

Black box
• Combine black box (registering 

speed, acceleration, braking and 
turning) with phone app 
calculating driving score

• Give rewards (individually tailor-
made) for good behaviour



Drivers

Variable speed limit signs combined with graded ISA



Drivers

Consequenses of using mobile 
phone when driving

• Survey

• Used eye tracking in driving 
experiment

• Suggests to use eye tracking in 
driver education



Drivers

Up-to-date information – better than 
punishment?

• An experiment – giving cyclists speed 
advice

• Survey about sanctions



Drivers – winter conditions

Variable speed limits signs
• Reduced speed limits based on statements from snow-clearing crew

• Analyses of accident data for a road section as input to cost-benefit analysis

Braking distance indicator
• Comparison between speed 

and surface conditons

• Variable speed 
recommendation sign



Drivers – winter conditions

Variable speed recommedation signs
• Optical sensors



Drivers

Innovative use of lighting
• Lane dividing markers with light

• Blinking light to alert before reaching an accident scene

• Warning about slippery surface

• Light up edge line markings



Drivers

Use blue light to keep drivers awake
• Test of attention with and without blue light



Drivers and passengers

Further development of seat belt sensor
• Combine seat pressure sensor with seat belt sensor

• Data algoritms 

Utilize AutoPASS technology to notify about seat belt use
• Three different concepts, dependent of car age

• May be used in combination with ISA 



MC drivers

Why are 45-65 year old road users overrepresented in the fatalities?
• Accident analysis

• MC accidents seems to be the answer

• Why?

• Baby boomers – life style 



• Are there any patterns revealed in the ways the students address 
their given challenge?

• How novel are their ideas?

• Are they prone to utilize new technological opportunities, or do they 
tend to think more traditionally?

• How do they assess the likely effects of their proposals?

Conclusion?


